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OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE   
 
Question:  
It is the week before ANZAC day and Ann’s house is robbed. The thieves 
steal many items, including her Great grandfather’s World War 1 medals. Ann 
is distraught and puts an advertisement in the local newspaper and offers a 
reward of $1,000 for whoever finds and returns the precious medals. Donny is 
a cleaner at the local shopping centre. As he was emptying the bins, the 
medals fell out of the rubbish. Not knowing whom they belong to, he took 
them to his local RSL club, who in turn contacted Ann. Ann was overjoyed at 
the return of the medals. Donny now wants to claim the reward of $1,000 she 
promised. Donny argues he performed the required act to accept the offer. 
Does Ann have to ay him the $1,000.00? 
 
Answer: 
The issue in this question is whether Donny acted in reliance of Ann’s offer to 
get the reward of $1000.  
 
The law relating to this issue is that the offeree can only accept the offer if the 
offeree is either aware of the offer or has acted in reliance of the offer. In R v 
Clarke, The Court held that the acceptance must be in reliance of the offer, if 
not there is no probable acceptance.  
 
When considering the facts of the question, Donny has retuned the medals to 
Ann, not in response to the offer made by Ann. In other words, Donny was 
unaware that Ann has made an offer to the world at large as in the case Carlill 
v Carbolic Smoke Ball Company.  
 
Therefore, Donny will not be able to claim $1000 award from Ann. 
 
SUBSTANTIAL PERFORMANCE  
 
Question: 
 
Jacob has purchased a large property and hires Jeff to plant 200 native trees 
on the property at a cost of $2,000. Jeff plants 150 native trees, however does 
not plant the remaining 50 trees. Jeff seeks payment from Jacob for planting 
the 150 trees. Jacob tells Jeff he is not paying him for anything, as he has not 
completed performance of the contract. Jeff argues he needs to be paid for 
the work he has done, not the full amount. Advise Jeff. 
 



 
Answer: 
 
The issue in this question is whether Jeff has substantially performed the 
contract to get paid for the work completed.  
 
The rule is that if one party has not performed exactly as promised, he/she is 
not discharged from his/her obligations and may be sued for breach of 
contract. However, an exception to the exact performance rule is substantial 
performance. In Hoenig v Isaacs, court held where a party has substantially 
performed their obligations, they will be able to claim the contract price 
subject to the right of the innocent party deducting the amount required for 
exact performance. 
 
In this case Jeff could argue that he has substantially performed his 
obligations (150 out of 200 trees), therefore he can seek payment of $2000 
less any amount Jacob has to pay someone else to plant the remaining 50 
trees. For instance if it costs Jacob $500 for someone else to plant the trees 
then Jeff can claim $1500.  
 
Therefore, Jeff can claim a portion of the payment for substantial 
performance.  
 
DAMAGES 
 
Question: 
 
Yang is a Seafood Wholesaler. He contracts with Matthew to purchase a new 
refrigeration unit for his seafood. At the time of contracting he tells Matthew 
that the changeover from the old refrigeration to the new one must go 
smoothly because he has ongoing contracts with many restaurants who will 
buy their seafood elsewhere if there are any problems. The new refrigeration 
unit is installed and after a few days the unit breaks down and is no longer 
cooling. Yang loses $20,000 worth of seafood that goes bad. Yang is also 
unable to fulfil the orders of the restaurants and they terminate their contracts 
and he loses a further $200,000 in profit. Yang sues Matthew for damages. 
Can Yang claim both losses? 
 
Answer: 
 
There are two parts to the question. One is $20,000 loss and the other is loss 
of profits. Therefore the issue in this question is whether Yang can claim the 
$20,000 and the $200,000 in damages from Matthew for the breach of 
contract. 



 
The law relating to this question is the remoteness and assessment of 
damages. The purpose of damages is as discussed in Robinson V Harman to 
put the innocent party in the position they would had been had the contract 
been properly performed. The losses must be caused by the breach of 
contract and not be too remote. To determine this we need to look at the rule 
in Hadley v Baxendale.  

a. First limb – causation – losses that are foreseeable and flow naturally 
from the breach; and  

b. Second limb – remoteness – was the loss in reasonable contemplation 
of the parties at the time the contract was made? 

 
First part: $20,000 in seafood that went bad – this appears to fall under the 
first limb, as it is foreseeable that if the refrigeration did not work, anything 
within the unit (stored seafood) would go bad. This is a loss that flows 
naturally from the breach.  
 
Second part: $200,000 lost profit from restaurant contracts – this appears to 
not flow naturally from the breach. Therefore, under the second limb it must 
have been in contemplation of the parties at the time of making the contract. 
Here on the facts Yang specifically told Matthew that the changeover must go 
smoothly because of the contracts with the restaurants. This is different to 
Victoria Laundry v Newman where the defendant was not aware of the 
ministry contracts. The facts of this question show that it was contemplated at 
the time of making the contract. 
 
Yang can claim both the $20,000 and $200,000 in damages.  
 
BREACH OF CONTRACT 
 
Question: 
 
Marley is having a 50th birthday party and has invited 100 guests. Marley hires 
caterers On The Go Pty Ltd to cater the party. After the party the majority of 
guests including Marley fall violently ill with food poisoning. Many have to be 
hospitalised. It turns out the food contained salmonella and the guests were 
poisoned. Has Caterers On The Go breached any statutory guarantees 
relating to the supply of services? 
 
Answer: 
 
The issue in this question is whether Caterers on the Go breached any 
statutory guarantees relating to the supply of service.  
 



The law relating to this issue is that the guarantees apply to contracts for the 
supply of goods and services to a consumer. A person requires goods as a 
consumer only if:  
(a) The amount payable for the goods does not exceed is $40,000  
(b) The goods are of a kind ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic or 
household use or consumption  
(c) The good consisted of a vehicle or trailer acquired for use principally in the 
transport of goods on public roads.  
 
Under the Australian Consumer Law, if a person supplies services to a 
customer in trade or commerce, there is a guarantee that the services will be 
rendered with due care and skill.  
 
When considering the facts of this question, Marley has satisfied all the 
requirements to become a consumer. By providing food contained salmonella 
making the guests poisoned, Caterers on the Go obviously failed to render the 
services with due care and skills and thus, breached the statutory guarantee 
as to due care and skill.  
 
In conclusion, Caterers on the Go breached the consumer guarantee as to 
due care and skill relating to the supply of services   
 
RATIFY 
 
Question 
 
Melissa expressly authorises her business agent, Molly, to buy her a 
hairdressing salon and to spend no more than $200,000. Molly meets Derek 
who is selling his exclusive Chapel Street Salon. Molly tells Derek that she is 
an agent and she is looking at purchasing a hairdressing salon on behalf of 
Melissa. Derek says he will only sell the salon for $250,000. Molly tells Derek 
it’s a deal and purchases his salon for Melissa. When Melissa finds out, she is 
unhappy at paying the extra $50,000; however she is excited about the 
exclusive salon and its location. Melissa agrees to ratify the agreement. Can 
Melissa do this? 
 
Answer 
 
The issue in this question is whether Melissa can ratify the agreement 
between her and Molly. 
 
The law relating to this issue is that the principal can ratify the contract 
concluded with the third party if the agent act outside his or her actual 



WEEKLY QUIZZES  
 
Topic one: AUS LEGAL SYSTEM 
 
Interrogatories are: 
• Used in civil proceedings 
• Designed to obtain admissions of fact 
• Designed to narrow the issues in dispute. 
• Informal meetings between the parties that take place prior to 

commencement of the case 
 
Ejusdem generis: 
• Is an inflexible rule 
• Means that express mention of one matter suggests that other matters are 

excluded 
• Means that where there is a conflict between a specific and a general provision, 

the specific provision should be applied 
• Means that a general word should be restricted to the same class as the 

particular words used 
 
An indictable offence is: 
• A more serious civil wrong 
• A less serious civil wrong 
• A more serious criminal offence 
• A less serious criminal offence 
 
Topic two: INTRODUCTION TO THE LAW OF CONTRACT; OFFER AND 
ACCETANCE 
 
Where acceptance of a contract is by email: 
 
• Acceptance occurs where the communication is received. 
• Acceptance is invalid.  Acceptance must be communicated in person 
• Acceptance is effective only when it is communicated to the offeror 
• Acceptance is effective even if the email is never received 
 
If one party has threatened another party to enter into a contract, the element that is 
missing is: 
 
• Acceptance 
• Intention to create legal relation 
• Consent 
• Legality 
 
Which of the following statements about acceptance is incorrect? 
 
• A time must be prescribed within which acceptance is to be made 
• The existence of the offer must be known by the person accepting it 
• Acceptance must be made only by the party or parties to whom the offer was 

made 
• Acceptance must be communicated in a regular and authorised manner 
 
 



TOPIC&5&CONSENT&&&INTERPRETATION&OF&THE&CONTRACT&
&
When!parties!are!negotiating!they!make!many!statements!&

• Contractual!stamens-!Terms,!Collateral!terms!(collateral!contracts)!Express/Implied!
• Non!Contractual!statements-!Representations,!Opinions,!puffs!LEONARD!V!PEPSI!CO!!!
• How!to!find!weather!it!is!a!contractual!or!non-contractual!statement?!
o Truth!of!the!statement?!
o Would!the!party!have!contracted!

unless!it!was!true?!
o What!time!period?!
o Was!it!made!with!the!intention!of!

preventing!the!finding!of!defects?!

o Was!the!statement!later!omitted?!
o Did!the!party!who!made!the!

statement!have!special!
knowledge?!

!
Parol&Evidence&Rule!NICOLAZZO!V!HARB!

• Presume!document!contains!entire!agreement,!no!oral!evidence!can!add!or!vary!!
• By!doing!this!it!recognises!the!primacy!of!the!written!word!over!the!spoken!
• This!applies!only!when!the!terms!of!the!agreement!are!wholly!contained!in!writing!
• There!are!exceptions:!Collateral!Contracts!

o Collateral!warranties-!main!reason!to!enter!into!the!contract.!!
o Verbal!Statement-.!The!Courts!look!at!the!pre!contractual!representation!to!

determine!whether!it!was!a!promise!(contractual!term)!or!mere!
representation!(non!contractual)!JJ!SAVAGE!&!SONS!PTY!TD!V!BLANKEY!

!!
Terms&of&the&contract&

• Conditions-!are!terms!that!are!of!fundamental!importance.!Termination!&!damages.!
• Warranties-!are!terms!that!are!of!lesser!importance.!Only!damages.!

!
Representations-!are!statement!if!fact!made!by!one!party!when!negotiating!a!contract!
OSCAR!CHESS!LTD!V!WILLIAMS!
Opinions-!are!statements!of!personal!views!or!beliefs.!Even!if!wrong!the!expression!of!an!
opinion!foes!not!create!legal!liability!if!honestly!made!
Sales&puff-!are!exaggerated!or!obviously!insincere!statements!made!by!a!contracting!party!
to!engage!attract!or!excite!others!into!contracts.!CARLILL!V!CARBOLIC!SMOKE!BALL!CO!
&
Exemption&Clauses!(limitation!Causes/!Exclusion!Clauses)!L’ESTRANGE!V!F!GRAUCOB!LTD!

• The!most!important!question!is!whether!the!clause!is!valid!or!not!EXAM!
o Incorporation!issue-!if!EC!is!included!in!the!contract!
o Construction!issue-!whether!the!EC!covers!the!breach!

Exclusion&clauses-(not!signed)!BALTIC!SHIPPING!CO!V!DILLON!/!CAUSER!V!BROWNE!!
!
Implied&Terms&
Terms!agreed!by!implication!ad!hoc!!

• By!court!!
• Past!dealings!
• Customs!&!trade!usage!

• Business!efficacy!(to!give!effect!to!the!
business)!

Terms!created!by!parliament!(legislation)!
• Statutory!implied!terms!Goods!Act!1958!
o Section!18!Description!
o Section!19a!Fit!for!purpose!

o Section!19b!Quality!
o Section!20!Sample!

&
Privacy&of&Contract!TWEDDLE!V!ATKINSON-!only!the!parties!to!a!contract-!acquire!rights!
under!it,!incurs!liabilities!under!it.!Exemptions-!agency!&!trust,!insurance!&!property!



TOPIC&6&TERMINATION&
&
Performance!

• The!contract!should!voluntarily!be!performed!completely!&!exactly/fully.!
• There!are!exceptions!to!a!complete!performance!

o Entire!contracts-!exact!performance!rule!CUTTER!V!POWELL!
o Partial!performance-!Payment!for!work!done!REGENT!V!MILLETT!
o Substantial!performance-!minor!HOENIG!V!ISAACS!
o Divisible!contracts!!
o Time!for!performance-!time!is!of!the!essence!

Agreement!
• Contracts!may!be!varied!or!discharged!by!agreement!

o Express!power!to!terminate!PAN!FOODS!COMPANY!IMPORTERS!&!
DISTRIBUTORS!PTY!LTD!V!ANZ!BANKING!

o Implied!power!to!terminate!CRAWFORD!FITTING!CO!V!SYDNEY!VALVE!&!
FITTINGS!PTY!LTD!

o Subsequent!contracts!COUGHLAN!V!PYOANEE!
o Contingent!conditions!

! Condition!precedent!PERRI!V!COOLANGATTA!INVESTMENTS!!
! Condition!subsequent!GEIPEL!V!SMITH!

Breach!
o Breach!Condition-!termination!&!damages!!
o Breach!Warranty-!Damages!

• Actual!breach!
o Innocent!party!may!terminate!contract!where!other!party!is!unwilling/!

unable!to!perform!obligations!(repudiation)!ZLAURINDA!PL!V!CAPALABA!
o Innocent!party!may!terminate!where!serious!breach!of!other!party!in!

fulfilling!certain!terms!of!contract!(not!complete!&!conscious!repudiation)!
• Anticipatory!Breach-!FORAN!V!WRIGHT!

o Termination!prior!to!breach,!knowing!the!contract!will!not!be!fulfilled!
!
Frustration!DAVIS!CONTRACTORS!LTD!V!HAREHAM!URBAN!DISTRICT!COUNCIL!

• Events!that!occur!after!a!contract!has!been!made!&!that!make!a!contract!
fundamentally!different!to!the!nature!&!obligations!of!the!parties.!

• Hardship,!inconvenience!or!material!loss!=!not!sufficient!
o Supervening!illegality/!Government!intervention!
o Death!or!illness!
o Destruction!of!subject!matter/!Common!object!no!longer!attainable!

Requirements!
o There!must!be!an!event!that!occurs!after!the!contract!has!been!made!
o The!event!was!not!the!fault!of!either!party!
o The!event!was!not!foreseeable!

Operation!of!law!
• Bankruptcy!

o Bankrupt!personally!relieved!of!the!contract!&!other!party!may!prove!in!
bankrupts!estate!

o Certificate!of!discharge!of!bankruptcy!releases!bankrupt!from!all!debts!
provable!in!bankruptcy-!not!liability!for!fraud!

• Merger!
o Deed!may!displace!a!simple!contract:!simple!contract!is!terminated!&!

rights/liabilities!of!parties!merge!into!&!are!governed!by!the!deed!



TOPIC&7&REMEDIES&
!
This!can!be!discussed!under!

• Common!law-!damages!
• Statutory!law-!damages!
• Law!of!equity-!Equitable!Remedies-!Injunction!-!Specific!performance,!Damages,!

Equitable!Remedies,!Restitution!
!

Common!law!
To!compensate!the!innocent!party!by!an!award!of!damages!

• For!what!loss!the!guilt!party!is!liable?!(Remoteness!issue)!
• What!amount!should!be!payable!(Measurement!issue)!

!
There!are!four!steps!to!be!followed-!Assessment!of!Damages-!Hadley!v!Baxendale!1854!

1-!Causation,!breach!must!or!must!have!caused/!cause!the!loss.!CTH!V!AMANN!
AVIATION!
2-!Remoteness,!breach!&!the!loss!must!not!be!too!remote.!HADLEY!V!BAXENDALE!
3-!Mitigation,!if!loss/losses!can!be!minimised!effort!should!be!made!to!reduce!the!loss.!
PAYZU!LTD!V!SAUNDER!
4-!Measure!of!damages,!the!difference!between!the!market!prince!&!the!contract!price!

!
Law!of!equity!
These!are!called!Equitable!Remedies!

• These!remedies!are!only!available!when!damages!are!not!adequate-!At!the!
discretion!of!the!court!

Types!
• Injunction-!Court!order!immediate!stop!PAGE!ONE!RECORDS!LTD!V!BRITTON!
• Specific!Performance-!Order!of!court!requiring!a!party!to!preform!their!obligations!

under!contract!TURNER!V!BLADIN!
• Restitution-!reparation!made!by!giving!an!equivalent!or!compensation!for!loss,!

damage,!or!injury!caused;!indemnification.!PAVEY!&!MATTHEWS!V!PAUL!
• Rectification-!return!to!the!condition!prior!to!the!contract!

!
Termination!

• Breach!in!a!fundamental!term!&!repudiation!
• Breach!of!a!condition-!termination!&!damages!
• Breach!of!warranty-!damages!

!
Identify!losses-!!

• Causation!->!caused!the!loss!!
• Remoteness->!no!too!remote!from!the!beach-,!usual!course!of!things!

!
Damages-!!

• Unliquidated!(no!sum!stipulated!in!the!contract),!!
• Liquidated!(specifies!how!much!is!to!be!awarded),!!
• Penalties!(if!it!is!not!a!genuine!estimate!stipulated!in!the!contract!it!will!be!

construed!as!penalty)!O’DEA!V!ALLSTATES!LEASING!SYSTEM!
&
&
&
&


